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Foreword
Working Lives is the third in a series of literacy materials projects undertaken by the
Writers' Allia nce of Newfoundland and Labrador. The project was produced in conjunction
with the Educational Resource Development Cooperative. As with our previous projects,
Newfoundland Books on Tape and The Newfoundland and Labrador Adult Basic Education
Social History Series (both produced in conjunction with the College of the North Atlantic),
the aim is to create revelant and engaging literacy materials that speak directly to the
concerns and interests of adult learners.
Working Lives is geared towards students in the ABE Level I category. Due to subject
matter, however, there is some slight variance in the degree of reading difficulty. All essays
are accompanied by questions for discussion and, where deemed necessary, word lists and
follow-up notes and activities.
The groupings of the essays into each of the four volumes of Working Lives were designed
to reflect general themes such as health care, starting a small business and workers’
injuries. It should be stressed, however, that these groupings are not meant to imply more
than slight thematic connections. In all instances, the essays can stand on their own.
Neither are the groupings meant to suggest incremental reading difficulty. Teachers should
feel free to dip into all volumes of the series and mix and match essays to suit their
particular needs.
As with the Social History Series, Working Lives will also appeal to high school and
university students, as well as the general public.
The writers and editors of Working Lives found the creation of the essays to be politically,
socially and spiritually stimulating. If we can inspire the same enthusiasm in adult learners,
improvement to their overall literacy skills will be assured.
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Introduction
It may be argued that, as a title, Working Lives is somewhat redundant. Is it possible to live
a life without working? Most people would agree that it isn’t. Work and our relationship with
it—no matter how tenuous or ambivalent —helps to define who we are. It gives a face and
texture to our communities. Like death and taxes, it is something from which there is no
escape.
But what exactly is work? Webster’s offers a full page of definitions dealing with the many
permutations and nuances of the word. Clearly, work is a complicated matter. It is, of
course, much more than this nutshell dictionary offering: “Action involving effort or
exertion, especially as a means of gaining a livelihood.” Work is certainly that. The people
profiled in Working Lives know all about effort and exertion. For them, gaining a livelihood is
always a struggle. But work and the pursuit of work casts a wide net. In the effort to
improve our working lives, to make our work more meaningful, or in merely attempting to
put bread on the table, there are stories to be found: stories of triumph and defeat, new
beginnings, courage, adversity, confusion—the whole gamut of human emotion. It is this
larger vision of work which Working Lives seeks to explore.
Work has never been a simple matter. Stories about the good old days when everyone had
jobs—and presumably were happy with them—are fantasy. But in the late 1990s work has
taken on a multitude of guises which our ancestors could never have envisioned. The
traditional work scenario of a person toiling at one steady job for his or her entire working
life is rapidly becoming out of date. The modem era is marked by job sharing, contracting
out and increasingly stiff competition for the few available jobs. In addition, technology and
the global economy are providing new challenges. Some traditional jobs are becoming
extinct or highly mechanized. For many, the clunk of the axe is being replaced by the click
of the keyboard.
While the pursuit of meaningful, financially rewarding work is a concern for everyone, it
poses special challenges for people with low literacy skills. It is our hope that adult learners
who, like all of us, are concerned about job prospects, out-migration and the myriad of
factors that affect job markets, will be drawn in and, in some cases, inspired by the
compelling stories collected in Working Lives.
There are many kinds of stories here. Kathleen Winter’s “Creek Crossing Tragedy” details an
injured worker’s search for justice and spiritual healing. In “Chance and Luck: Two Stories
of the Working Disabled” Ed Kavanagh profiles two people who overcame severe physical
disabilities to build rich and rewarding lives. “Inside Health Care” by Carmelita McGrath
explores the deteriorating working conditions and accompanying stresses of our health care
professionals. In “Shoot” Michael Winter goes behind the scenes to explore, in a humorous
way, some of the less glamorous jobs in the making of a feature film. Marian Frances
White’s “Cutting Trees on the Rock: Logging in the 1990s in Newfoundland” details the
tensions that arise when money and job interests meet environmental concerns. “Quitting
Time” by Kathryn Welbourn proves that even in an age when jobs can be as hard to find as
a doctor in an emergency room, the time can come when enough is enough, and even the
spectre of a long unemployment line can have its appeal.

Throughout Working Lives the reader will meet a gallery of unique and vibrant personalities.
Gerard Hamilton turned from the uncertainty of the fishery to the uncertainty of the music
business; Phonse Tucker considers the woods his warehouse; Karen Pottle is putting a new
spin on the fashion business. There are all sorts of people here: boat tour operators, artists,
IT workers, domestics, recyclers and fisheries observers. Their stories, slices of their
working lives, will lead readers to examine their own attitudes about the activity that
occupies so much of our precious time and, ultimately, tells us who we are.

To Every Work a Season
Carmelita McGrath

Word List
Moratorium: A stop or pause. The 1992 cod moratorium put a stop to the fishery. Many
out - of- work fishery workers were placed on a program called TAGS (The Atlantic Groundfish
Strategy).
Aquaculture: Fish farming. The place where small fish are raised is called a hatchery.
Archaeology: The study of things, such as buildings or tools, left over from past human life
and culture. The people who study these things are called archaeologists.
Artifacts: Objects made by humans, especially those from the past.
Interpreter: A person whose job it is to tell about and explain something.
Natural History: The study of living things and their relationships. A person who studies
them is called a naturalist.
Ecological: Having to do with living things and their environment.
Endangered species: A living thing that is in danger of becoming extinct. To become
extinct is to disappear forever.

Working with the Seasons
The economy of this province has always moved with the changes in the seasons.
In places where people have made their living from the fishery, each season of work has
had different jobs and different things that must be done. Working in the woods, growing
gardens, repairing and making things, hunting and berry- picking have all been part of this
pattern. Out of it all, people have found ways to make a living.
In this article you will meet people in three different types of work. You could not call their
work “traditional.” Yet they all work in areas that are in some way “seasonal.” They spend
much of their work time outdoors. They all work in areas that are tied to Newfoundland
culture, natural history or tourism.
When people talk about their work, they tell about more than their jobs. They also tell about
the places they live and work. They tell about the economy in which they work, and how
that economy is changing.
As you read this essay, you might want to ask yourself:
What does each person like about their work?
What do their work stories tell you about what is important to them?
What do their stories tell you about the economy we all live and work in today?

From Fishing to Touring
The living room window in Gerald Smith’s house in Dildo looks out on the water. Gerald,
too, has looked to the water for most of his life. He has been a fisherman and whaler. He
was a fish plant worker for over 20 years. Now he uses the bay and the coves and islands
around him to make a different kind of living. Gerald is a tour boat operator. He has had his
own business, Dildo Island Tours, for four years. "It’s a new thing for me. It’s something I
always dreamed of" he says.

The Traditions of Work
Gerald likes to show visitors The Dildo and Area Interpretation Centre. It is just down the
road from his house. In the Centre, posters, photos and tools tell of the ways people have
made a living in the area. The fishery was always the main work. People added to their
income by logging, carpentry work and farming.
Gerald Smith knows both the work and the tools firsthand. "I worked in the fishery most of
my life," he says. "I did a little bit of everything—worked in the lumber woods after leaving
school, then in the fishery and in the fish plant. I am also an ex- whaler. I whaled from ‘68
to ‘72 when the ban went on."

The Wheel of the Seasons

There have been many changes in Gerald Smith’s working life. The
biggest change came when the cod moratorium was announced in
1992. "I think the people in the fishery knew it was going to happen.
But they couldn’t believe it was possible," he says. He remembers
working at the fish plant in South Dildo in the 1960s. Cod then were
so large it took two people to put them on a splitting table.
He recalls working at another plant where huge catches of cod were
brought in every day. The old merchant who owned the plant used
to say, "Look, don’t worry about tomorrow. Get what you can
today." The merchants became millionaires. In a few years, the cod
were gone from that area, By the time the moratorium came, the
huge catches of big fish were a thing of the past.

Moratorium Day
When the moratorium came, Gerald was in St. Mary’s Bay buying
fish for the plant he worked for. A reporter talked to him. Gerald
remembers what he told the reporter. He agreed that the
moratorium had to happen. Then he said: "But please put us all to
work."
"Why?" the reporter asked.
"Because if you don’t, some day this is going to create a monster. Our work ethic will be
gone, and everything else."
Gerald believes that work is a way of life. If you don’t work for a long time, it is harder to
get back at it. When the moratorium came, many fishery workers got an income support
package from the government. They did not get jobs. Gerald, like many ot hers, wanted
work. As it turned out, he did not have much choice. He was not going to get government
help for very long.
"I worked in the fishery for so long and ended up out on my rear end, you might say. About
three years before the moratorium, the plant I always worked in closed down. I was out of
the fishery for two or three years after working more than 20 years in it. Then I went with
another plant for a year. So I got the moratorium package for a year. I had to do something
else."

From Fish Buying to Fish Farming
In 1993, a course in aquaculture or fish farming was offered in Dildo. Gerald took it. He was
very interested in fish farming. He had done research in local history. There had been a cod
hatchery on Dildo Island in 1889. Even then, people knew the area was a good place for
aquaculture. Gerald thought a fish farm might be his chance to make a living. When he
finished the course, Gerald went looking for a boat.

Gerald found his boat when he was talking to fishermen one day in Bay de Verde. An older
fisherman said he would sell his boat because he didn’t think he would ever go fishing
again. He said he would rather see someone else use the boat, and make a living from it if
he could. Gerald bought it.
Plans for fish farming in the Dildo area did not go ahead. Gerald says it was because of “the
powers that be.” He now had a 30-foot trap skiff, and needed to use it. He said to himself,
Okay, I still won‘t be knocked down. I’ll try a little tour boat operation.

Getting Ready and Getting Help
Gerald’s boat did not cost him a lot. But he had to repair it and make improvements. He put
in a new deck and a rail for safety. He added a house for shelter from wind and bad
weather. There were other things he needed, and the people in his area came to his aid.
Today he speaks fondly of their community spirit.
"I had a lot of help," Gerald recalls. "I needed a couple of anchors and fishermen made
them for me. When I bought the boat, I only had a wooden rudder on her. So another
fisherman had a stainless steel rudder. He gave me that. Everybody helped me." Gerald
feels that local people helped because they hoped he would do well.
He also had to find a name for his boat. He talked to people about this. He decided to call
her the Heritage Explorer.
The work of getting a boat ready has to be done every
painting. When Gerald is not doing this, he goes in the
wood. Gerald also makes crafts in the winter, carvings
finds in the area. In the summer, he sells the carvings

winter. There are always repairs and
woods. His home is heated mostly by
from the whale and fish bones he
from his boat.

The Touring Season
Gerald has run his tour boat business for three seasons. "The first year was good, the next
year was really good. Last year, 1997, was the slowest year—people were following the
Matthew around." He expects business to get better this year. People who have taken his
tour have said they’ll come back to do it again. They also spread the word to other people
they know. Gerald says his best advertising is by word of mouth.
Like fishing, touring is seasonal work. There are only a few months when you can make an
income. Gerald tries to get his boat in the water in April. He does tours from May to
November. The peak season is June and July, when most people take their summer
holidays. Gerald wishes more people would take tours in May. It’s the best month for whale
watching in his area.
Gerald can take up to 12 people on his boat. He charges them each $25.00 for the tour.
"You’re not going to get rich on it, but you can make a living," he says. On the really busy
days, he might do four tours, starting at 9:00 in the morning and ending at 9:00 or later at
night.

Gerald feels that he is lucky to be operating his tours in a calm, protected bay. "Here is a
clever place for boat touring," he says. "It’s usually calm. Even if it blows, there’s never a
time that you can’t get back in here. There’s always a little protected area to go into, lots of
little coves. It’s ideal."

On Tour on the Heritage Explorer
The first thing Gerald does when he takes his tour guests to his boat is help them feel safe.
He explains that his boat is inspected and passed. Then he takes them out in the bay whale
watching. They almost always see whales. Gerald shows them the site of the whaling plant.
There was whaling in the area from 1947 to 1972. He shows them where a sealing plant
was. He explains how whales and seals were part of how people made a living in the area.
"You’ve got to be pretty careful as a tour operator," Gerald says. "I never say we killed
whales, I say we took them." Gerald understands how whaling and sealing fit into the
traditional lifestyle of his area. He also knows that "you got to look through the eyes of a
tourist." In fact, Gerald feels it is helpful that he is an ex- whaler. "I know the habits of
whales," he says. He uses this knowledge to find whales and to tell his tour guests about
them.
From whale watching, the boat moves out the bay to a scenic area like
Wigwam Rock. This rock rises 20 feet out of the ocean and has a single
tree on top. Bluebells and lichens grow there. People like to photograph
it. Then they go to Morley’s Cove, the site of a 1920s coal mine. Then
Gerald takes the boat around the coast to Dildo Island. They go ashore
and walk. There is a lot on Dildo Island to interest tour guests.

Gerald Smith with one
of the occupants of
Dildo Island.
The area is rich in
wildlife. (Photo by
Gerald Smith)

There is an archaeology site on Dildo Island. Archaeologists have found
evidence that both Dorset Eskimos and Beothuk Indians camped there
long ago. If the archaeologists are there, they might answer the
tourists’ questions. When they are not around, Gerald talks about the
site. When archaeology started up in the area, Gerald took an interest
in it. He used to take archaeologists to the island, and he learned as
much as he could.

Gerald also shows visitors the site of an 1889 cod hatchery on the island. Many people do
not know there was successful aquaculture in Newfoundland so long ago. "Each place on the
island has its own story," Gerald says.
At the end of the tour, a fire is lit on the beach. Gerald likes to have dried caplin to roast.
Sometimes people bring guitars and sing.
Gerald says that people are often surprised that the nature, culture and history of the area
are so rich. Some tourists tell him they thought they could see Newfoundland in a day or
two. He is glad to show what his area has to offer. The knowledge he gained in the fishery
and whaling, in the woods and from his interests all come together in the tour business.

The Future of a Community
The moratorium hit the area Gerald Smith lives in hard. But lately some good things have
happened. Archaeology has brought visitors to the area. People like Gerald have created
things for the visitors to do. Other small businesses have opened. Bed and breakfasts, craft
stores and fast food outlets have opened. The new Dildo and Area Interpretation Centre has
also created short-term and seasonal jobs. Two fish farms are waiting to go ahead. "Things
are starting to pick up again."
It bothers Gera ld to hear government people talk about creating jobs. He believes they put
too much faith in big projects. He feels that the small things will make a big difference. He
also does not see tourism as the saviour of rural Newfoundland. "The thing here was always
fishing," Gerald says. He believes a stable fishery is needed. "People are beginning to realize
we can’t look for the great big things, but if we come up with a few smaller things and put it
all together, it might work."

The Pleasures of Working
Gera ld says that to succeed as a tour boat operator, you really
have to like to meet people. You can’t just get in it to make a fast
dollar. You have to enjoy what you are doing. Standing in his yard
on a late March day, Gerald talks about the coming season.
"I can feel it now—excitement. It’s like someone else might be
looking forward to a big hockey game. I can’t wait to get that boat
in the water."
"Everything I ever done was more hard work than anything else.
I’m not that old—I’m 54—and I’ve worked in the fishery and I’ve
worked in the lumberwoods too. And everything that I’ve done was
real hard work. As a result of it, I’ve a hard job to do anything
physical now."
"But to talk to people, and to be so free at what you’re doing: I
mean I feel so free when I get aboard that boat and go out. I can’t
wait when one day goes by for the next morning to come to go out
again. There’s no stress to it, just freedom. The only bit of stress is
the responsibility of having people on the boat."

The Heritage Explorer near
Wigwam Rock. (Photo by
Gerald Smith/Dildo Island
Tours)

In 1996, Gerald Smith won a tourism award. The award was for “the wise use and
conservation of our natural resources, the protection of our environment, and the
preservation of our cultural resources.” He also has a big file of letters from people telling
how much they enjoyed his tour.
For Gerald Smith, getting back on the water to spend the day with people and stories has
been its own reward.

Bringing the Past to Life
As Gerald Smith gets his boat ready for the tourist season,
other people on the Baccalieu Trail are also getting ready
for the busy season. People who make crafts are getting
items ready for craft stores. In Carbonear, a potter is
making clay pipes that look like the ones people smoked in
the seventeenth century. All these activities are connected.
The common link between them is a kind of work that has
been going on in the area for the past few years.
The Baccalieu Trail runs from Cupids in Conception Bay to
Blaketown in Trinity Bay. The area is the site of three
archaeological digs. The digs have brought many people to
the area from the spring to the fall.
In St. John’s, archaeologist Bill — Gilbert is also getting
ready for the season. He comes from Blaketown. He has
worked in archaeology for 19 years. Now, he returns to the
area every summer to do archaeology. For four years, he
has worked with the Baccalieu Trail He ritage Corporation.
This organization deals with the history and heritage of the
whole area.

Source: Baccalieu Trail Tourism
Association / Dept. of Tourism,
Culture and Recreation.

Beothuks in Blaketown
Every place has a past. Often, this past lies under our feet. Archaeologists find the places
where the past left traces behind. They dig carefully to uncover what is there. Then they
use what they find to help tell a story of what places were like before our time.
Bill Gilbert found his first site on the Baccalieu Trail in Blaketown, just down the road from
where he grew up. Journals written by the explorer John Guy led him to the site. On the
shores of Dildo Pond, behind a gas station, is the place where Beothuk Indians camped
when John Guy met them there almost 400 years ago.
Bill and his crew have found many artifacts in the earth. These are items which were lost or
left there. They found 350 arrowheads. The arrowheads do not tell a story of war. John
Guy’s stories of meeting the Beothuks are peaceful. He wanted to trade with them for furs.
He brought knives to trade with them in 1612.
Most likely, the arrowheads mean that the place was a good hunting site. In the fall,
migrating caribou swa m the lake. The Beothuks camped and waited, killed the caribou and
hauled them ashore. Maybe they cut up the meat and smoked it at the camp. The
arrowheads fell to the ground, and were lost the way hunters’ shells are lost today.
Many of the arrowheads are now in the local museum with other artifacts. They tell a story
of work, not war. They shed some light on our past and the lives of the people who lived
before us.

The dig and the museum are some of the things that bring people from other places to the
Baccalieu Trail.

Dildo Island
When people step off Gerald Smith’s boat and onto Dildo Island, they walk on a place that
has a rich past. People have used the island’s resources for a long time. Bill Gilbert says
there are three interesting sites on Dildo Island. Archaeologists have found a Dorset Eskimo
site from 1,500 years ago. There is also a Beothuk site.
From more recent times, there is the site of
a cod hatchery from the 1880s. This was one
of the first fish farms in North America. It
was started because of a downturn in the
fishery much like the one we have now. A
scientist from Norway set up the hatchery.
He had government help. After a couple of
years, the cod fishery improved. The
government would not give him any more
help. The hatchery closed, and fish farming
was not done in Newfoundland again for
many years.
Dildo Island has several pieces of the puzzle
of the area’s past.

Archaeologists excavate a 370-year -old house at
Cupids. (Photo by Bill Gilbert/Baccalieu Trail Heritage
Corporation)

Cupids—or Cupers Cove
The site where Bill spends most of his time working now is in Cupids. This is the site of the
first European settlement in Newfoundland. It is the oldest English settlement in Canada.
John Guy brought settlers there in 1610. It was called Cupers Cove then.
People have known for a long time that John Guy had his settlement in Cupids. But no one
knew exactly where it was. Local people tried to get the site recognized as an important
part of our history. They had little luck. Parks Canada put a plaque there 20 years ago.
These days, there is much more to see than a plaque.
When the Cupids Historical Society invited Bill in, he was sure they would find the site. "If
you dig enough holes, if it’s there, you’ll find it," he says. They did a survey and found the
site. Their worst fear was that it would be under somebody’s basement or destroyed in
some other way. They were in luck. No one had built on the site. That means that anything
left in the ground would probably still be there.
The archaeologists found the remains of a house. For three years, they worked to uncover
it. The house was built before 1620. People lived in it until 1660. Then there was a fire. Bits
of burnt wooden floor boards tell this. The house itself, and the things found there, give a
lot of information about early settlement in Newfoundland.

Bill thinks they will find more buildings. "We were pretty lucky, but I don’t think we were
lucky enough to find the only building there so fast." He thinks there must be more
buildings. If others are found, they will show how the settlement of Cupers Cove was laid
out. More pieces of the past will shift into place.

What Visitors See
When visitors come to look at the Cupers Cove house now, they see the ruins of a house 36
feet long and 14 feet wide. At the south end are the ruins of an old fireplace. At the north
end is a cobblestone walkway and a stone chamber that might have been used for storage.
At the south end of the building, the crew has found a stone cellar. They will work to expose
this next.
"You can really see the building," Bill says. "People can watch the crew and see how
archaeology is done."
They can also go to the museum. There was a museum in Cupids before the archaeology,
but it’s busier now. Now it also has a lab, where people clean and catalogue the artifacts
found at the site. Visitors can see this work being done. They can see bits of pipe stems and
wine bottles from almost 400 years ago.
Since the site of John Guy’s colony was found, there has been a lot of interest in Cupids.
The interest comes from both inside and outside the area. Bill says there’s a new sense of
history and pride in the community. The find has been good for the economy too. In 1997,
about 5,000 people visited the site.

Jobs and Spin-offs
In Newfoundland, archaeology is seasonal work. The jobs and spin- offs that come with it are
mostly seasonal too.
Bill tries for a digging season of 20 weeks, "from the time the frost is out of the ground until
freezing." This usually means from May until October. Every year new funding must be
found to keep the work going. This means that when the season begins depends on funds
as much as on the weather.
The dig itself employs a small crew. Most of last summer, there was a crew of five in
Cupids. The crew grew to nine when other workers finished on Dildo Island. Two people
worked in the lab, and there were five interpreters.
The workers all come from the region. About half of them studied archaeology at university
and are now living in the region. One of the reasons they stay is that they can find work
there that they are trained for. The other half of the crew are fishery workers who joined
while on the TAGS program. For the first two years, they worked and got TAGS benefits, but
no extra salary. Bill says they must have done it "because they loved the work and they
were learning. Last year we found the money to hire them and pay them a real salary. I was
really pleased with that."

While there is some work in the archaeology itself, there is also work in providing services.
Visitors to areas need many types of services, from food to places to stay.
Since he has worked in Cupids, Bill has seen these services grow. Two bed and breakfasts
opened up. There had not been a convenience store in Cupids for years. Now there is one—
called Cupers Cove Convenience. Someone set up a chip wagon just down from the site. A
new craft store opened up. People made seventeenth-century costumes. As the site
develops, people think of new things to make and sell.
There may be bigger plans for the future. The site c ould develop so that local people
interpret it by wearing costumes and doing the work of seventeenth century daily life. The
museum could expand.
Bill hopes that work at the site itself will go ahead for a long time. He would like to spend
the next 12 years uncovering more of the area’s past. In 2010, Cupids will celebrate 400
years of settlement. By then, he would like people to be able to walk the ruins of the old
community, and imagine more fully what life was like so long ago.

Building A Story
Tourism and archaeology alone won’t save rural Newfoundland. Bill and other people who
work on the Baccalieu Trail know this. But they think that many small efforts help make
work for people.
Some of the work will always change with the seasons. But that is the way things have
always been in Newfoundland. Bill Gilbert hopes that people will travel the Baccalieu Trail
and use the services that others create for them. He also hopes that people will come away
with a story. It is a story about the long history of people working to make a living and to
make Newfoundland their home. He believes it is important for people to know their history.
It helps us understand who we are now.

For the Sake of the Birds
It is late March. On Cape St. Mary’s, the breeding seabirds are coming back to nest. They
come here every year to nest on Bird Rock and the steep cliffs. Tony Power waits for them.
He counts them and notes when they arrive. This is part of his job. Tony is an Interpreter
and Naturalist at Cape St. Mary’s Ecological Reserve. He says he loves his work. He has
worked in his job since 1995. His interest in birds goes back long before that.

Becoming a Naturalist
Tony grew up on the Cape Shore, and spent a lot of time outdoors. He always enjoyed
walking in the woods or being out in a boat on the water. He knew he would prefer to work
outdoors.
Tony worked at other things before he found work at the Cape. He worked for a short time
in the Branch fish plant. He worked on a fox farm. He fished for three years. He gave up

fishing in 1982: he knew he had to invest in a bigger boat or get out of the fishery. Then he
studied carpentry and worked in that trade.
All the time he worked outdoors, he paid attention to the world around him. He was
interested in the habits of living things, especially birds.
Tony says he learned about nature from “living with it.” He also learned from it. Here is a
story about how birds helped him find fish.
"I fished at Cape St. Mary’s under the bird colony and I used the birds to find fish for me. I
had no fish finder like they have now. I had no radar or anything— just a little speedboat."
"I watched where the birds were diving and, sure enough, I’d get fish there. The gannets
would plunge- dive, so you could see them from a longer distance. And there’s birds called
shearwaters —called hagdowns locally. They would group together on the water. I’d go in
among them."
"One day, there was no fish around. Everyone gave up. So I said, I’m going to take a look
around. Down off Point Lance Point, I saw this flock of hagdowns, and went in among them.
We threw a jigger overboard and hauled up a couple of fish. I gutted the fish and started
throwing the liver to the birds. They were almost jumping into the boat. I did catch one and
just sized it up. They have a tube nose so it’s really nice to see. I put the bird back and we
got a load of fish. I never wanted to overdo it. I took what I felt was a day’s pay and left."
"But someone came along in another boat, looked at the birds, made a swipe at them with a
pole and drove them off. The fish stopped. How I figured we got the fish was the birds
created a shade on the water. It was clear everywhere else."
As the years went on, Tony learned more and more about how birds, fish and humans are
tied together by the world we share. Understanding this is a large part of becoming a
naturalist.

Finding Work in the Field

The Bird Rock, where gannets nest at Cape St.
Mary's. (Photo by Carmelita McGrath)

In 1989, Tony found contract work with the
Canadian Wildlife Federation. His job was to do
beach bird surveys. Each winter, he would walk
the beaches, observe the birds that spent the
winters there, and record their numbers. Some of
this work was inside the Ecological Reserve. He
would be there when the breeding birds came
back in the spring. He learned to identify them.
He learned about their habits by watching them.
"I was finding out a lot in the field—not really
through books."

A friend who worked at Cape St. Mary’s was leaving his job. Tony applied for it. "I tried for
three years before I got on,” he recalls. The job was for students. He was not a student, and
he had no formal training for the job. All his learning came from the field. He needed
something “on paper.”"
Tony decided to take a course. He went to Academy Canada in St. John’s for a year. Most of
his course work was in environmental studies. There was also course work in starting your
own business. Tony kept his goal in mind.
"I geared it all to what I wanted," he says. "If it was about starting your own business, I
looked at starting my own birding tours of the area. If it was a project on environmental
problems, I looked at the problems in my area. I knew what I wanted out of it."
Tony applied to do a work term at Cape St. Mary’s. It wasn’t easy. "I was steady going to
Parks about getting a work term." Finally, he got it. About six weeks into his work term,
there was a job opening. Tony could see that there would also be more jobs. A new visitor
centre was opening at the Cape. Tony applied to work there and was hired. "I fell into it,"
Tony laughs. "But I worked for it. It just didn’t happen."

Making Your Own Job
"I think I made my own job," Tony says. When he was hired to work at the Ecological
Reserve, it was only a summer job. When the job ended in the fall, he would still pick up
contracts from Canadian Wildlife for winter work. Each year, he had to adjust from a regular
pay cheque to the contracts. After three years, the groups he works for made a better
arrangement. The different jobs were combined. Now, Tony works year- round, and the pay
is steady.

Summer Work
When the breeding birds return to Cape St. Mary’s in the spring, many people follow. The
visitor centre opens in April, and the tourists start coming by May. For the past two years,
about 19,000 visitors have come to the Cape each year. They come from all over the world
to see the gannets, murres and kittiwakes.
The summer is Tony’s busiest time. As an interpreter, it is his job to tell visitors about the
natural history of the Cape. He helps them understand what they see. He also talks about
the cultural history of the area, and about the fishery. Most people come to see the birds,
but others are curious about other things. "Some just want to walk the cliffs," Tony says, "I
don’t push birding at them. Whatever they’re interested in, I’ll try to talk about it. I even
have a few ghost stories for the ones who are into that."
Inside the visitor centre, Tony works with information. He knows that good records have to
be kept. Still, he prefers being outside getting the information to being inside putting it into
the computer.
He collects many kinds of information. In the summer, he does research on the breeding
birds. For example, he finds out how many murres have come back this year, and how

many chicks they have. This helps tell how the murre populations are doing year after year.
He also collects plants, identifies them and presses them. During this busy season, there
are two more regular interpreters. Students also work there. A total of 17 people had jobs
at the Ecological Reserve last summer. Tony says they seem to enjoy their work. "You can
be proud of your site, proud of what your area has to offer."
The summer season has been good for the whole Cape Shore Area. Bed and breakfasts
have opened up. Restaurants and a resort do well. People buy gas and souvenirs. But the
Cape itself makes some kinds of tourism projects hard to do.

In Newfoundland, we have many names for birds. Here are some. Can you think of others?
shearwater = hagdown / bawk, murre = turr, kittiwake = tickleace, eider duck = shore
duck, cormorant = shag, puffin = sea parrot / parson, murre or puffin = baccalieu bird
Source: Dictionary of Newfoundland English

T wo boat operators have tried to do tours of the area. But there is so much fog at Cape St.
Mary’s that sometimes you can see little from a boat. It is easier to see the birds from the
land. On the cliff edge, you can get very close to them.
Tony wishes the tourism businesses well. Cape Shore people have always made a living
from seasonal work, mainly the fishery. Hard times in the fishery have been hard times for
the area. Still, fishing is improving now. Tony would not like to see too much development
for tourism. Each day, he sees how humans put stress on nature. He also thinks the tourists
come to get away from man- made things like amusement parks.

Winter Work
In October, the breeding birds leave the Cape. Few tourists come. The seasonal workers
finish for the year. The visitor centre closes. The Cape gets very quiet; the weather grows
colder. Tony works on his own then, and the kind of work he does changes.
"I like the winter just as much or better than the summer," he says.
With the change of season, other types of birds arrive to spend the winter and feed near the
headlands. There are eider ducks and oldsquaws and harlequin ducks. Harlequin ducks are
an endangered species in eastern Canada. Cape St. Mary’s is their only Newfoundland
wintering site.
In winter, Tony surveys beaches on a 65 km stretch from Branch to Point Verde. He does
population counts on the wintering birds. He maps their movements. He talks to hunters
about them, and the hunters tell him what they see. "I have a good relationship with the
people in the communities," Tony says. "If they see an injured bird, they contact me. If an
oiled bird shows up, they let me know. If they see an endangered species like a harlequin,
they let me know."
It took time to develop this relationship. Cape St. Mary’s Ecological Reserve was set up in a
traditional hunting area. Some people didn’t like this. Tony says the first winter he worked,
he spent most of his time putting up signs. Someone was always taking them down. Then it
stopped. "I guess this person got tired of it. He wasn’t getting paid for taking them down,
while I was getting paid for putting them up again."
While part of Tony’s job is to enforce rules that protect the birds, he also learns from
hunters. He uses their stories to compare the past and the present. "I find out so much
from the older people. They’re great. They tell of traditional sites for birds. Then I go and
check those out, for harlequin or other ducks. I look at what’s there today and see the
changes. The food is still there, the mussels and the sea lice. So I wonder what’s
happening? Then I see a speedboat zoom by. That answers a lot. I see an oiled bird on the
beach. That’s an answer too."
People do many things that threaten the lives of birds. Dumping oil from ships is one of the
biggest threats. Tony sees the results of this all the time. Oiled birds wash up on the
beaches. Sometimes there are only a couple, sometimes hundreds or thousands. The kinds
of birds that show up tell part of the story. If they are birds that stay near shore, there will

be a lot of damage close to shore. If they are birds that fly far out to sea, the spill might be
far offshore. The ship that spilled the oil might be long gone.
There are many other signs. Tony says the only way to learn them is by working in the
field: "It’s like being a detective." He has learned to read beaches, to know where the things
he finds come from. The samples of oil he finds can be “fingerprinted.” This means they can
be matched with ships in port. For this to work, very careful records have to be kept. Tony
collects not only oil samples, but lots of information.
"I keep field notes while I’m out there. I take note of the wind direction, the tides and any
vessels that might be in the area. Even the condition of the bird—if it’s fat or thin. Then I
put it all together. It’s all reported to Canadian Coast Guard and Canadian Wildlife."
This kind of survey is a big part of Tony’s winter work. It is also work that must be done
year- round.

Educating People: Human Habits and Bird Habits
Oil spills are one kind of threat to birds. Many of us have heard about spills or seen oiled
beaches on TV. But people do things every day that affect wildlife. Helping people
understand this better is a big part of the education that goes on at Cape St. Mary’s. The
Reserve has an education program with schools in the area. Summer season workers do
education projects in the schools. In winter, Tony takes students out in the field to learn
about the birds in their natural setting.
This kind of education gets more important all the time. Surveys show that bird populations
are down in the area, and in other places.
Some of the stresses on birds come from our way of life, and the ways our lives can change.
The moratorium has left many people with little work to do. They want to be active. Many
have fibreglass boats with powerful motors. A lot of people use them for hunting. The boats
can get to remote areas fast. Tony says, "People have more access, more time, faster boats
that can not only get you to hunting places, but can go faster than the birds are flying. Our
spaces are getting smaller and smaller."
He compares this to years ago. The old wooden boats were hauled up in the winter. People
did n’t have freezers, so they might kill less when they hunted.
When Tony thinks of the effects of these everyday activities, he asks a larger question:
what kinds of effects would big developments have? What would they do to the birds?

“Every Day Is a Learning Day”
Tony says people ask him, "Boy, do you get sick of them birds, going down there every
day?" He says he never gets sick of it: "Every day is a learning day." There is always more
to know.
Tony believes he is lucky. He found the right job by trying many other things.

"I tried everything you could do in a rural community. Some things I liked a little, and some
things I didn’t. But I still worked at them. I got a feel for what I really did like. You have to
experience it. You can’t just look at someone with a job and say, Oh, that’s what I’d like to
be. You might drop off before you get there."
It took Tony Power 18 years to find the work that really suited him. Today he is sure about
what he wants to do. "Wherever nature is," he says, "that’s where I want to be."

Sources:
This article was built on interviews with Gerald Smith, Bill Gilbert and Tony Power with
additional information from the provincial Department of Tourism, Culture and Recreation.

To Every Work a Season: Questions for Discussion
From Fishing to Touring
The Traditions of Work
1. What kinds of work did Gerald Smith do before he became a tour boat operator?
2. What was the fishery like when Gerald started working in it?

Moratorium Day
How did the cod moratorium affect Gerald?

From Fish Buying to Fish Farming/Getting Ready and Getting Help
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did Gerald buy a boat?
Why were boats not expensive when Gerald bought one?
Why did Gerald change his plans for his boat?
(a) What did Gerald have to do with his boat to get it ready for touring?
(b) How did people help him?

The Touring Season
1. Touring is seasonal work. What other kinds of seasonal work can you think of?
2. Why might it be hard to make a living from seasonal work?

On Tour on the Heritage Explorer
1. Gerald uses the things he learned in other kinds of work in his tour business.
a. What kinds of knowledge did he get from his other jobs?
b. How does he use his knowledge to make his tours interesting?

The Future of a Community
What kinds of work does Gerald think people in his community will do in the future?

The Pleasures of Working
1. What does Gerald like best about being a tour boat operator?
2. What kind of person do you think would make a good tour boat operator?

Bringing the Past to Life
1. What kind of work does Bill Gilbert do?
2. How long has he been doing it?

Beothuks in Blaketown/Dildo Island
1. How do we know there were Beothuk Indians in Blaketown?
2. Why do tourists come to the area?
3. What can people learn about the past from visiting Dildo Island?

Cupids—or Cupers Cove/What Visitors See
1. Why is Cupids an important historic site?
2. What do visitors go there to see?

Jobs and Spin-offs
1. Archaeology is seasonal work in Newfoundland. Why is it seasonal?
2. How many people work on the archaeology digs in the area?
3. Bill says that archaeology helps create a need for services in an area.
(a) What are some of these services?
(b) Who needs the services?
(c) Who provides the services?
4. (a) What kinds of things have happened on the Baccalieu Trail that are good for the
economy of the area?
(b) What other things might happen in the future?

For the Sake of the Birds
1. What is Tony Power’s job?
2. Where does he work?

Becoming a Naturalist
1. What kinds of work did Tony do before he got the job he has now?
2. Tony says he learned about nature from “living with it.” What does he mean by this?
3. What is a naturalist?

Finding Work in the Field/Making Your Own
1.
2.
3.
4.

J o b

How did Tony first get work in his field?
Was it easy for him to get a full-time job? Why or why not?
What kind of training did he need?
Tony says: “I think I made my own job.” What does he mean by this?

Summer Work/Winter Work
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What kinds of work does Tony do in the summer?
What kinds of work does he do in the winter?
How is the summer and winter work different?
What things does Tony like best about his work?
Tony has to know a lot of different things to do his job well. What are some of these
things?

Educating People: Human Habits and Bird Habits
Tony says a big part of his job is educating people about threats to bird life. What are some
of these threats?

Every Day is a Learning Day
Tony thinks that people find out what work they should do in life by having different
experiences and knowing their interests. From your own interests and experiences, what
kind of work do you think you would like best?

Tom Lakie’s Chair
Michael Winter

Word List
Instincts: Basic feelings you have about how to act.
Inventory: A list of goods that are in stock.
Ration: A fixed daily allowance of food in times of shortage.
Coupon: A tic ket that you trade in for food or clothes.
Ornament: Something beautiful that has no real use, except as a decoration.
Shrapnel: Bits of a bomb thrown out by the explosion.
Crater: A deep hole in the ground.
Self-reliant: When you don’t want anyone to help you.
Barter: To trade goods or services without using money.
Reputation: What is said or thought about a person.
Renovate: Make new again, to repair.

Introduction: Tom Lakie
Tom Lakie and his family emigrated from England to Canada. They moved to Marystown.
Tom worked in the shipyard, but then found a job teaching in Corner Brook. His work ethic,
which is to work hard, comes from growing up during the second world war. This essay ends
with Tom building a chair for his wife.

Tom Lakie Works in a Shipyard
When Tom Lakie got married he was working in a shipyard in the north of England. Ever
since he was a boy, Tom wanted to live in Canada. He dreamed of hunting and fishing on
land and rivers that belonged to no one. In England all the land is private. You have to pay
someone if you want to hunt or fish. In 1968, Tom saw a job advertised in Marystown,
Newfoundland. It was work in a shipyard.

Tom Flies to Newfoundland
Tom flew over from England to be interviewed. He got the job, but he was disappointed with
Marystown. He didn’t like the landscape. It was flat, barren and rocky. He wrote to his wife
that she shouldn’t come. It wasn’t what he’d expected. He would work for a few months and
then ret urn. His wife wrote back that she was packing up the children and flying over. He
met them at Gander Airport.
But she didn’t like Marystown either.

The Lakies Move to Corner Brook
A year later there was a job in Corner Brook. A junior high school was advertising for an
industrial arts teacher. The job required knowledge in metalwork and woodwork. Tom was
good with metal, but he had never worked with wood.
In England, Tom had been a plumber, an electrician and a welder. He had all his papers for
these trades.
Tom went to the interview. He was honest about not knowing much about wood. He told the
interviewer he felt confident he could learn. Tom had no university degree. He had taught
night school in England. He got the job. The family moved to Corner Brook.

The Lakies had no Furniture
Tom Lakie and his family had brought very little with them from England. They had no
furniture. Tom built beds for the children. He didn’t like the furniture you could buy, so he
built his own. He didn’t like things that were not well made and he certainly didn’t like
paying good money for them.
Tom took some books out of the library. He told his children, "If you need to know anything,
you can learn it from a book."
The books were all about woodworking. Tom learned how to use a circular saw and a wood
lathe. A lathe is a machine that rotates wood so you can carve it. Tom studied at night after
teaching school. A lot of the math for teaching was the same as he’d used as a plumber and
a welder. Tom also had to learn how to teach. For this he relied on his instincts.

Tom Lakie’s Classroom
In the Industrial Arts room half the equipment was lost or stolen. There was no inventory of
the wood or materials in the supplies room. Tom ordered new tools. He ordered wood, glue,
stain, nails and screws. He had the students draw the outline of each tool onto the wooden
pegboard it hung from. At the end of each class all the outlines had to be filled with tools.
Tom would examine each table and if a tool was missing the students had to find it. In
twenty-five years of teaching he never lost a tool.

Tom Lakie’s Childhood
Tom Lakie grew up in England during the second world war. In 1941, England was being
bombed by Germany. During the war a lot of England’s industry was devoted to the war
effort. Shipyards that had built fishing boats and ferries were now building destroyers,
cruisers and aircraft carriers. The Germans wanted to bomb these cities that were making
ships.

Tom’s Father
The men who were fit went to war and the women worked in shell factories. The men who
were too old or unfit worked day and night at the shipyard. Tom’s father was one of these.
They were paid in credits. These credits were a kind of money. Tom’s father was promised
the credits would be good after the war. He was told he could trade them for money. But in
the end, the credits turned out to be worthless.
When they weren’t working, Tom’s father volunteered to keep watch in a bell tower. He had
to watch for fires breaking out in the city. The fires were caused by German airplanes. The
planes dropped incendiary bombs on the city. These bombs caused the fires.

The War is Hard on People
The war made it very difficult for people in England. Everything was rationed, except bread.
Tom’s family had very little to eat. One treat Tom remembers was from the Pork Shop.
Once a week Tom’s sister would go to the shop and get a tray of meat cut into squares. The
squares were made from the lungs of a pig.
"The only thing that escaped with the pig," Tom’s mother would say, "was the squeal."
Tom’s mother saved their meat coupons all week so that she could get a roast for Sunday
dinner. You had to line up to get anything.

Grocery Shopping
Tom went grocery shopping with his sister on Saturdays. He would carry home the
potatoes. Sometimes they could get a rabbit. Sometimes the rabbit tasted funny. If it didn’t
have a head, then you knew it wasn’t a rabbit, but a cat.
There were no candies. Stores sold peeled carrots left in water. You’d buy an Oxo cube and
lick it. Tom liked to lick the dried milk that had gone hard in the tin. His sister loved canned
eggs. It was a yellow powder. When they got home, his sister would mix the powder with
water and fry it in a pan.
There was nothing in Tom’s house, just a few bits of furniture. The only ornament was the
broken handle of a plastic umbrella. The handle had a butterfly in it. Tom would lift it to the
light and see the ruby butterfly.

Tom as a Schoolboy
Tom was supposed to go to school for half days during the war, but he hardly ever went.
The teachers were retired women. Tom had to bring a gas mask to school. Some kids still
had their Mickey Mouse gas masks from when they were younger. It was a mask with big
black mouse ears on it. They looked silly. Tom was glad he had a normal one.
Tom’s school was built just before the war. The school had two soccer fields. The goal posts
were slotted into the ground. At night they took these posts out because a Spitfire was
stationed there. The airplane protected the city from air raids. During the day no one was
guarding the Spitfire, but you knew it was out of bounds. Any high point of land had a Lewis
gun.
Tom remembers that at night they turned out all the lights. You couldn’t see the fish and
chip shops. They put covers on the lampposts. It was so dark you banged into walls.

The German Air Raids
There were coke ovens out in the country, about four miles out
of town. The ovens were turning coal into coke. They used coke
in the blast furnaces to make steel for the shipyard. The
German air raids were trying to hit these coke ovens. If they
could blow up the coke ovens, there would be no steel, and so
nothing to work with at the shipyard. Only a few bombs landed
on the city. Tom and his friends used to swim in some of the
craters left by the German bombs.

Looking for Shrapnel
Mornings after an air raid, Tom would look for shrapnel. Sometimes he’d find the tail- end of
a bomb that was meant to start fires. People would kick these fire bombs off their roofs and
smother them with sandbags. These fire bombs were about ten inches long. They were
made from black aluminum.

How the War Affected Tom Lakie
This experience of war marked Tom Lakie. It taught him the value of material things. He
wanted to be self- reliant. He learned how to make anything he needed. Any machine that
he bought, he learned how to fix. He made every piece of wooden furniture in the house. He
fixed his own truck and car. His wife cooked all their meals. They never went out to a
restaurant. Tom hated spending money on anything. Their cabin was built of logs they’d
sawed down and peeled themselves.

Tom’s Cabin
If Tom had it his way, he’d live at the cabin. He wanted to live as far away from people as
he could. He loved to paddle his canoe up the lake and keep track of where he might find a
moose in fall. But his wife said Corner Brook is as small as she would go. She liked her

friends and she liked having a few stores. Tom figured having the cabin was a fair
compromise.

Making Food from Nothing
When they first moved to Corner Brook, Tom had cooked dandelion soup, and once the
family ate a sheep’s head. They picked gallons of blueberries and they always had a moose
in the freezer. If something broke that he couldn’t fix, he bartered with someone who could
fix it. Tom fixed a boat for a man who could repair Tom’s television.

No Time for Leisure
For Tom, there was very little time for leisure. Work was something that was never finished.
Life could always be improved upon. He never wanted to return to the days of his childhood,
when his family had nothing. The only thing he liked to do was salmon fish and hunt for
moose and grouse. When the government reduced the number of salmon you were allowed
to catch, he stopped fishing. He didn’t want to pay for a license if he couldn’t keep the fish.
Tom’s childhood formed him.

Tom Lakie Retires
After 25 years of teaching, Tom decided to retire. He had never made a lot of money as a
teacher. This was something he was quietly angry about. He felt his union only took care of
the majority of its members. The majority had teaching degrees. Tom felt he was always
left out when teachers received a new agreement from the government. He decided he
could make more money if he started his own business.

Tom Sets up a Business
For years Tom had been repairing antique furniture.
Someone had an old dresser in the attic. The varnish was
peeled and the drawers were loose. Tom stripped the finish
and glued the drawers. He was very careful. People
respected his work. His name soon spread around Corner
Brook solely by word of mouth. He had a good reputation.
Soon Tom had a lot of furniture sitting in his basement. He
realized he didn’t have to teach any more. He decided to
buy an old building and renovate it. He found one in
Curling, just outside of Corner Brook.

Tom Buys an Old Building
He built two apartments on the top floor, and turned the basement into a work space. He
bought second-hand machines at auctions. He suddenly had tenants. He became a small
business owner and a landlord. His son came back to town to work with him.

Tom Lakie is His Own Boss
Tom Lakie was his own boss now. He worked when he wanted. He fixed old furniture and
made new furniture of his own design. He was getting older and more relaxed. One thing
Tom’s wife wanted was a comfortable chair. She had never liked the chair she used. For
twenty-five years she had been sitting in a chair she didn’t like. She wanted a stiffer seat.
She wanted a bit of luxury.
So, amongst all the furniture Tom was building or repairing, there was a chair he was
making for his wife.

Tom Lakie’s Chair
The chair Tom made was a Queen Anne Chair. It had wings and
arms. The legs were made of wood and curled like a lion’s
paws. It was upholstered in a soft pink fabric. It looked fit for a
queen.
When Tom’s wife sat in it she said it was perfect. She didn’t
sink too far down in the seat. It was higher than the other
chairs in the living room. She laughed. She said, "I feel like I
can point my finger and order people around." It felt like a
throne.

Tom is Happy With His Work
Building a chair for his wife made Tom happy. He felt like coming to Canada was a gamble,
and it had paid off. He loved the outdoors and time at his cabin. He was successful with his
business — a business he hadn’t even dreamed of in England. He feels like a self- made
man. And now, he had made his wife a chair that she loved.

Sources:
Tom Lakie is based on a man I know in Corner Brook. Some of the events depicted I have
made up. I’ve simplified Tom’s life, made him seem more serious than he is. I have, at
times, written conjecture as if it were fact. I’m sure the real Tom feels much differently
about many of the incidents I have portrayed.
The memory of the umbrella handle belongs to Tom’s wife. Overall, I think I have
exaggerated Tom’s work ethic. These days he spends more time at his cabin. He is a
generous man and he’s funnier than I’ve made him out to be.

Tom Lakies Chair: Questions for Discussion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What kind of work did Tom do in England?
Why did Tom and his family come to Newfoundland?
What did they think of Marystown? Why?
What are some of the things Tom likes to do?
When Tom started teaching, there were a lot of tools missing or lost. What did Tom
do about this?
6. Before the war, what did the shipyard build? What did it build during the war?
7. What was one treat Tom’s family had during the war?
8. What were some of the things Tom’s family ate when they moved to Corner Brook?
9. How did the war affect Tom Lakie?
10. What did Tom do after he retired from teaching?
11. Why did Tom build his wife a new chair?
12. Does Tom seem happy? Why?
13. Tom Lakie seems like a self-reliant man (he doesn’t need others to help him). How is
this a good thing? How can it be a bad thing?

Gerard Hamilton: From Boats to Ballads
Ed Kavanagh
The fishery and the old skippers made a man out of me—made a man out of a young boy ...
Music will always be a part of what I’m about ...
I’m from the sea. 1 worked alongside the sea all my life. But I’m headed in another
direction. “North by Northeast” is a direction on the compass, and now I’m coming from the
sea into music.
- Gerard Hamilton

July, 1988
Gerard Hamilton steers his wooden trap skiff through the still waters of Petty Harbour. It is
3 a.m. He has been up since 2 a.m. Soon he will reach his berth on the fishing grounds.
Gerard is alone in the skiff. Besides his fishing gear, he has food and a radio. At daybreak,
with luck, the cod will strike. Then the work begins.
Gerard is a hand- line fisherman. He baits his hooks with caplin or squid. Hand- lining is tiring
work. Gerard catches only one fish at a time. These days the cod are small, but the work is
still hard. When the fishing is good, he doesn’t stop.
As Gerard waits for daylight he makes breakfast. While the kettle boils he sings softly to
himself. The song is by one of his favourite singers, Don Williams: "You’re my bread when
I’m hungry, you’re my shelter from troubled wind, you’re my anchor in life’s ocean, but
most of all you’re my best friend ..." His voice mingles with the distant chug of boats
making their way to the fishing grounds.
It will be a long day. When the last cod is pulled into the boat, the work is still not over.
Back at Petty Harbour, the fish must be gutted. Equipment must be repaired. Then Gerard
and some other hand- liners will drive to Torbay. There, they will catch caplin for the next
day’s bait.
It is a 12 to 16 hour work day, but Gerard loves it. "Fishing," he always says, "gets into
your blood. Being out on the salt water is good for the soul."

The Moratorium and a New Path
Like most people, Gerard Hamilton has many sides to his life. He is not just a fisherman. He
is a husband and father to three children. He is also a musician. Gerard sings and plays the
guitar.
In 1992, the cod moratorium was announced. Thousands of fisherpeople were forced to ask
themselves serious questions. How would the moratorium affect their lives and

communities? What would they do until the cod came back? Would the cod ever come back?
Nobody knew for certain.
Gerard thought long and hard. He qualified for TAGS benefits, so money wasn’t a worry. At
least not right away. But he wanted to do more than just sit at home. Gerard was used to
being busy. More and more, he began to turn to his music.
Sometimes, little things can lead to big changes in a person’s life. This is what happened to
Gerard. Not long after the moratorium was announced, he heard of a new musical group
called the Folk of the Sea. Soon he would become a member of the group. The Folk of the
Sea would set him on a new musical path.
Gerard has always loved music. For years he
has sung for family and friends. He performed
at folk festivals and concerts. Sometimes he
just sings for himself. But because of the Folk
of the Sea, he decided to explore the music
business in a serious way. He has bad
successes and disappointments. Often this new
musical path is joyful. Sometimes it is scary.
Sometimes it is confusing. Sometimes it is all
of these things at once. It is certainly a
learning experience. But, as Gerard says,
"Even though I’m a fisherman, music is a part
of me. It’s also good for the soul."

Petty Harbour in the autumn

Early Days
Gerard Hamilton moved to Petty Harbour with his family in 1958. He was eight years old.
Times were hard. There were eight children: four boys and four girls. The Hamiltons’ were
not well- off. "Sometimes it’s hard to talk about the early days," says Gerard. "Basically, we
were pretty hungry."
But if times were hard, there was always music to help brighten the days. His father played
the accordion and the guitar. From an early age Gerard took an interest in music. He
watched and listened.
At 15, Gerard quit school. He didn’t want to. He decided to try his hand at fishing so he
could help support the family. "Lots of mornings I went hungry going fishing," Gerard says.
"In the beginning I worked with different skippers in the trap fishery. It was hard work and I
had a lot to learn. But those old skippers really helped me—they made a man out of me.
They made me understand what work really is. And I’ve never forgotten."
The first cheque Gerard got was for $196. That was for a whole week’s fishing, and making
fish. He brought it home and gave it to his mother. "I was as proud as a peacock," he says.
"I can still remember the look in Mom’s eyes. She was crying. It felt great to be able to give
her that money so she could buy some groceries."

Hand-lining and Trap Fishing
Gerard continued to work on the water. But the fishery has its ups and downs. When the
fish were scarce, or prices were low, he tried other jobs. In 1968/69 he worked in Churchill
Falls at Bonavista Foods. He was a cook’s helper. He also worked at the Newfoundland
Brewery for two years. He enjoyed it, but was laid off when the company became more
mechanized. Along the way, there were other little jobs. Gerard found himself drifting back
to the fishery. From 1978, until the cod moratorium was announced in 1992, Gerard was a
full- time fisherma n.
Most fishermen in Petty Harbour were either hand- liners or trap fishermen. In the trap
fishery there is usually a crew of four to a boat. A trap is set close to shore and then hauled
the next day. But not everyone in Petty Harbour could get a trap license. Only so many are
set aside for each community. Gerard sometimes worked in the trap fishery, but he
preferred working for himself. He was a hand- liner.
"You spent the spring of the year getting your boat and gear ready" says Gerard. "From
1978 to 1992 I basically hand-lined. I had my own boat and never got involved in trap
fishing at all. In hand- lining you have to catch bait in the night time —caplin at certain times
of the year, squid at others. You anchor on the fishing grounds. You use two or three
separate lines out over your boat with bait on them—one hook on each line."
Gerard liked hand- lining. It let him be independent. "I could come and go as I pleased," he
says. "I was my own boss." But hand- lining was competitive. Trap fishermen usually get up
at daylight to check their traps. It was much different for the hand- liners. "For those of us
who were hand-lining it was a bit of a race," says Gerard. "All the fishermen wanted the
best fishing grounds. And there weren’t enough good grounds for everybody. So the early
birds got the better berths and caught the most fish." Gerard laughs. "There were people
leaving the Harbour at all hours of the morning. We’d be out there two hours before
daylight. As you waited for the sun you’d have a sandwich, listen to the radio, sing a song,
or talk to your buddies in the other boats."
Gerard enjoyed fishing, but by 1992 he was going through a burn- out. "I had been fishing
steadily for 14 years," he says. "I survived at it but I certainly wasn’t rich. And I was tired. I
worked hard from May until November—12 to 16 hours a day. You never got enough rest. It
was steady belt all the time."
"It was a little easier for the trap fishermen. But the trap fishery only lasts about six weeks.
When the caplin were in, the cod ran close to the shore. You could catch a lot of fish in a
trap. But after the caplin were gone the cod moved out to deeper water. The traps were
taken in. At that point the fishery became a real free-for- all. Everybody was hand-lining. It
was mad, crazy. Lights from the fishing boats lit up the water. Sometimes it was just like
St. John’s out there."
In 1992, when the cod moratorium was announced, Gerard Hamilton put away his handlines. He took up his guitar. For years he had looked to the fishery for his living and for food
for his soul. Now he would look to his music.

Gerard’s Musical Background
When Gerard was growing up in Petty Harbour there was a lot of music in the house. "There
were always house parties when we were young" he says, "and our house was pretty much
the centre of attention—especially around Christmas."
Both Gerard’s father and his brother Tony played the accordion and the guitar. His brother,
Mike, was also a guitar player. Gerard had four sisters, but they didn’t play. Gerard took up
the guitar when he was 13. A cousin taught him one summer when he was staying out in
Corner Brook. There was a lot of competition in the Hamilton house about who was going to
be the best guitar player. "We learned faster that way," says Gerard, "because we were
always trying to outdo each other."
But although Gerard learned to play and had a good singing voice, he was shy about
performing in public. His mother encouraged him. She always told him he had a good voice
and should sing more. "But I’d have to build up to singing in public," says Gerard. "I’d get
my brother Tony to sing a few songs first. Then I’d try one. After I got going I was fine. But
I was always very shy."
As Gerard got older, music became even more important to him. He played at the local folk
festivals and concerts. "I was always involved in the musical life of the area," he says. "And
I got a good response whenever I played. But it was just for fun. With the collapse of the
fishery I finally had time to really think about my music. From day one of the moratorium,
music took on a big role in my life."
That role was to become even bigger. Gerard didn’t know it, but soon he would go from
playing for small audiences at home, to playing for more than 3000 people at a time on the
mainland.

Folk of the Sea
In 1994, Gerard heard that a new musical group was being
formed. The Folk of the Sea would be made up of displaced
fisherpeople from all over the province. Gerard went to one of
the first meetings in Blaketown. He sang a song called “The
Fisherman’s Song” for Jed Blackmore, the director of the group.
The song was written by Jimmy Rankin of the Rankin Family.
Mr. Blackmore liked the song. He wanted to include it in the
Folk of the Sea concerts. He asked Gerard if he would sing it at
a concert at the Arts and Culture Centre. Gerard agreed.
"For me, that was a big turnaround," says Gerard. "It was great
having a group of 50 people singing with me. And I needed the
support. Stepping out in front of 1000 people at the Arts and
Culture Centre and singing a solo was an experience far beyond
the concerts and folk festivals I was used to. That was a real
test. Luckily, I got an excellent response."
Gerard Hamilton at home

The Folk of the Sea performed throughout Newfoundland to sold- out audiences. They also
gave concerts in Toronto and Ottawa. "Performing at a famous theatre like the Roy
Tho mpson Hall in Toronto was scary," says Gerard. "But each time I did my solo I gained
confidence. Soon I didn’t care if I was singing in front of 200 people or 20,000."

North by Northeast
Two of the professional musicians who worked with the Folk of the Sea were Rick Hollet and
Sandy Morris. They encouraged Gerard to go into a recording studio and record sothe past.
He hadn’t been very successful. "I told them I’d think about it," says Germe music. Gerard
had doubts. For one thing, he wasn’t sure what to record. He had tried to write songs in
ard. "I knew it was something I should do some day. But when I got back home I didn’t put
it off. I started writing songs right away."
Gerard worked hard on his songwriting. "I was pretty much a first-time writer," he says.
"And I was nervous. But I just plunged right in. The experience with the Folk of the Sea had
given me a lot of confidence."
In 1994, Gerard began recording his CD, North by
Northeast. He hired the best musicians he could find.
Everything about the project was professional. "I wasn’t
thinking too much about the money side of it at the
beginning," he says. "Even though I was putting a lot of my
own money into the project. I didn’t have any grants or
financial help. But just going into the recording studio was
enough. It was my first time and I had a lot to learn. I was
surrounded by great musicians like Glen Simmons and
Kathy Phippard. It was hard on my nerves, but once I got in
there I just rolled with the punches. And the musicians were
great. They always made sure I was relaxed."
When Gerard’s CD was released it did well. It was played on the radio. Sales were good.
The media wanted to interview Gerard. This took a lot of getting used to.
Gerard continued to play at folk festivals and concerts. But he soon realized that the
business side of the music industry can be hard to figure out. He learned that even CD is
good, that doesn’t mean it will make a lot of money. "I still don’t have my investment back
on the CD" says Gerard. "And that’s disappointing. I invested well over $20,000 into North
by Northeast—a fine bit of money. I think the biggest problem is that the distributor didn’t
distribute my product properly. They painted a fine picture for me, but they did absolutely
nothing. You couldn’t get the CD in a lot of places. I sold a lot of CD’s myself—at festivals
and concerts."
In spite of the problems, Gerard’s experience with North by Northeast gave him the courage
to plan another CD. And he had learned a lot—especially about promotion. He is still not
sure if it will be possible to make a full-time living at his music, but he feels he must stick
with it. "My next CD will probably tell the tale as to which direction I’ll end up taking," says
Gerard. "I know I need to do some things differently. This time I’ve got to concentrate on
getting good distribution. I also need to play in public more. I’m not really into the bar

scene, but I’ll do it if I have to. A musician has to be heard. I know bars can be a grind—
especially as you get older. But there’s got to be something beyond folk festivals."

Uncertainty and Hanging in There
As a fisherman, Gerard Hamilton knows about uncertainty. A hand- line may come up with a
huge cod. It may come up empty. The music business is also uncertain. Even well known
performers with many recordings often struggle to make ends meet. Right now, Gerard is
walking a fine line between music and fishing. "If the moratorium was lifted tomorrow, I’d
still want to go fishing," he says. "But I also want to play music. I’ll have to see how things
unfold. If I can make a good living at music, then maybe, just maybe, I won’t go back
fishing anymore." Gerard pauses and laughs. "But that’s a hard thing to say. I love the salt
water. Being out there is good for the soul in the same way that music is good for the soul.
And that’s true even though you’re working hard."
"You know, I learned a lot from those old skippers I trapped with when I was a youngster.
They were on the water day after day, good times and bad, working hard. And they loved it.
I remember working with old Billy Leaman when I was just 15 or 16 years old. When he was
in his boat he acted like he was the happiest man on the face of the earth. He was always
smiling or singing hymns. Those skippers knew a lot about hanging in there."
The next few years will determine the direction Gerard Hamilton will take. Until then there is
uncertainty. No one knows when the moratorium will be lifted. Gerard doesn’t know how his
new CD will be received. He isn’t even sure if he can get the money together to complete it.
For now he is content to write the best songs he can and to continue to learn about the
music business.
"Sometimes I get very confused" Gerard says. "If I decide to re- invest in the fishery I’ll
need about 70 to 80 thousand dollars to get a new boat and motor. And who knows if the
fishery will last? It’s a big decision for me."
"Right now, while I’ve got time on my hands,
I’m putting a lot into my music. In the
morning my wife and daughter get up and go
to work. I sit down and work with the
guitar—either playing music or trying to write
songs. Everyday the guitar is part of my life.
If someone were to take the guitar away
from me, I don’t know what I’d do. Music
reminds you of who you are. When I’m down
in the dumps or depressed about the
moratorium, the guitar can lift me right out
of it."
Gerard and two of his loves: the salt water and the
guitar.

Every day Gerard Hamilton learns more about the music industry.
"I have a lot to learn about promotion," he says. "And I am
learning. In the beginning, for example, I was scared to death of
doing interviews. I never knew what to say. Or I would have
preferred to sing what I had to say. But now I’m much better. I’ve
gained quite a bit of confidence over the last few years."

Gerard Hamilton,
musician and fisherman

That confidence is paying off. Gerard is looking into doing a video
and bringing his music to the Maritimes and the rest of Canada. He
is even thinking about publishing his songs so other performers can
do them.

"I’ve put so much time, energy, and money into my music that I just have to see where it’s
going to take me," says Gerard. "And everyone has been very supportive— my wife and
family, the community. No matter what you attempt in life you’ve got to have the support of
the people closest to you."
Gerard Hamilton has come a long way since singing shyly at Christmas house parties. He is
following a dream which has no clear end in sight. But that will not stop him. Gerard is used
to uncertainty.

Source:
Interviews with Gerard Hamilton. Mr. Hamilton can be reached at 709- 368- 0824.

Gerald Hamilton: From Boats to Ballads
Questions for Discussion
July, 1988
1. What is a hand- liner?
2. Describe a day in the life of a hand- liner.
3. Would you find this type of work lonely?

The Moratorium and a New Path
1.
2.
3.
4.

What musical instrument does Gerard play?
When was the cod moratorium announced?
What led Gerard to explore music in a serious way?
How were fisherpeople affected by the cod moratorium?

Early Days
1. How old was Gerard when he moved to Petty Harbour?
2. Gerard says: "Sometimes it’s hard to talk about the early days." Why does he say
this?
3. Describe Gerard’s early musical life.
4. When did Gerard quit school? Why?
5. What did the “old skippers” mean to Gerard?

Hand-lining and Trap Fishing
1. What were some of the jobs that Gerard worked at besides fishing?
2. Describe how the trap fishery works. Why didn’t Gerard work in the trap fishery?
Compare hand- lining and trap fishing.
3. Did being a hand- liner lead to Gerard’s “burn- out” as a fisherman?

Gerard’s Musical Background
1. When did Gerard take up the guitar? How did he learn?
2. How did Gerard feel about performing in public when he was young?
3. How did the moratorium affect Gerard’s feelings about his music?

Folk of the Sea
1. When was the Folk of the Sea formed?
2. What song did Gerard sing at his audition for Folk of the Sea?
3. How did performing with Folk of the Sea affect Gerard’s confidence?

North by Northeast
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What events led Gerard to make his own CD?
How did Gerard approach the making of the CD?
Who is Glenn Simmons?
How did Gerard’s CD do when it came out? Did Gerard make any money on it?
In the music business, what is the job of the distributor? What is “promotion?”
Why is Gerard planning another CD? Is this a good idea?

Uncertainty and Hanging in There
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Describe Gerard’s feelings about being a fisherman and a musician.
Why is Gerard sometimes uncertain about his future?
How is Gerard presently spending his time?
What role does Gerard’s family and friends play in his musical life?
As a musician, how has Gerard changed since his Folk of the Sea days?
Why is Gerard sticking with the music business? In your opinio n, is this a good idea?

Waiting for the Smelter
Kathleen Winter

Boom Town
Donna and Eli Duke live in Placentia. In 1996
they hoped their town was turning into a
boom town. A boom town is a town where
something happens that lets people make a
lot of money, like a gold rush or some other
big news. This time people were excited
about nickel found in Voisey Bay, Labrador.
The Newfoundland government told people
in Placentia the town was getting a big
smelter to refine the nickel ore.

Donna and Eli Duke outside their home in Placentia.

People felt that meant jobs and money. The town had a party. The whole place was excited
about getting a new industry. Donna and Eli were excited too.
But two years later there was still no smelter. The nickel mine in Labrador did not happen
quickly. First, the Innu and Inuit people there asked mining companies to slow down. They
had land claims to settle, and they said the mines were on their land. Then the world price
of nickel went down. The mining companies said they were not so eager to spend money
mining the nickel. People in Placentia kept waiting for the smelter. But they were not so
excited any more.
This essay is about waiting for the smelter. It shows how families like Donna’s and Eli’s felt
about waiting for jobs and money that took too long to come. It raises questions about what
happens to people when they wait for jobs and money to come from big industries that
move in from outside.

Donna and Eli
Donna works at the Lion’s Manor Nursing Home in Placentia. She has worked there for nine
years. She worked part time until a year and a half ago. Now she gets full time hours.
Eli has a small construction company. He does brick and concrete work on houses, stores
and industrial buildings. This is called masonry work. He is a subcontractor. That means he
will do part of the building that a bigger contractor is building. His work is seasonal, from
spring until fall. Once the place freezes there is not much construction work.
Eli says there’s not much work here in the winters. In spring he usually goes west for a few
months. The family stays home. Donna and Eli have two sons. Darrell is twenty. Trevor is in
grade four.

When the boys were younger the family moved a lot, following work around. They lived in
Alberta and in Ontario. Donna worked at a meat packing plant and Eli worked in a factory
making wallpaper. He also worked in an Inco smelter in Manitoba, like the one people are
waiting for here. He thought his experience out west would help him to get work at the new
smelter. But when time passed and no smelter came, he was not so sure.
Moving around to get work was hard. The family saved money and built the house they live
in now in Placentia. They would like it if Eli did not have to go out west to work every year.
At first they thought this new smelter would give him work in Newfoundland.
Here are some things Eli said about how things seemed when everyone thought the smelter
was coming:
"I assumed that, when the smelter was going ahead there, it’d be more or less full time
employment for everybody. In other boom towns,. there’s lots of spin- offs. So the same
thing had to happen down this way."
Eli said the businesses in the area would expand, and new businesses would come. There
would be a need for new houses too. He felt there would be a lot of new construction work.

The Price of Land
Donna and Eli were not the only ones hoping for better times. The whole community
believed a smelter would bring a new life. Here is how Eli remembers the first days after the
government said Placentia would get the smelter:
"Everybody was psyched right up. It was a godsend to them. Now today’s reality check is
back. People were selling their properties for crazy prices, especially commercial lots:"
You can see the crazy prices Eli talks about in the St. John’s Real Estate Board’s price list
book. Even in 1998 the prices were high, though some had started to come down. Here are
two examples from January 14, 1998:
Main Road, Placentia
Bungalow
3 bedroom
Vinyl Siding
Basement: unfinished crawl space
One bathroom
Price: $300,000.00
Blockhouse Drive, Placentia
4 bedroom Bungalow
Excellent business location,
located in the main commercial area
of Placentia just 5 minutes from
the proposed Industrial Complex in Argentia
Price was $350,000.00, now $179,000.00

On the next page, the same kind of house in the nearby town of Goobies was listed for
$18,000.00. Donna and Eli said news of the smelter made Placentia go into a kind of frenzy.
Donna said business people in the area started spending money and making plans. She said
the rest of the people, like herself and Eli, were just waiting.

Clean Air, Clean Water, Clean Earth and Smelters
People in Placentia know that smelters have a reputation for polluting the air, land and
water. They know a lot about pollution. While they waited for the smelter, Donna and Eli
watched the town try to clean up toxic waste left behind from the old American base years
before. Donna had heard environmental groups warn about the smelter. Here is what she
said:
"We made a mistake before with the Americans. The base left waste dumped in the ocean
and buried in the ground. The place is contaminated. It will never be cleaned up. Never."
Donna said there is a clean- up going on, but the problem is much too big to fix. She said
the polluters knew they were doing something wrong and didn’t care. She said, "Big
businesses like that don’t really look at the environment if they know they’re only going
there for a short term."
Donna and Eli know smelters in other parts of the world cause a lot of damage to the land.
They know in many places having a smelter means there is no clean air, clean water, or
clean earth. Still, they hope things will be different here. This is what Eli said:
"With regards to the environment, well, you know, there are smelters all over the world,
and they’re the worst kind. Here now, state-of- the- art model, right? Either way, it’s going
somewhere, so it’s just as well to have it here." Here is what Donna said:
"There’s going to be a certain amount of pollution anyway. You’v e got to accept that to get
work and to get something here. Everything has a price. But the environmental groups, I
hope they’re doing their job too."

Tired of Waiting
But Donna and Eli have watched two years go by, and there’s still no smelter. Time is
passing. They are in their early forties. Eli said this:
"It’s a wait and see game right now. I thought it would be nice to be able to work in one
place. But I figure it’ll be seven years from now to the time that thing will be up and
running. If you’re touching on fifty, who’s going to hire somebody fifty years old?" Donna
said this:
"We live here. We have experience. When the smelter was announced we thought we might
have half a chance. But now that’s gone. That’s really gone."
"Because if you’re in your forties now, how old are you going to be when that starts up?
They’re not going to get their worth out of you at fifty. I mean if they’re going to hire you

and train you, they want at least thirty years out of you. No. We have to survive like we’ve
always done."

Sons’ Hope
Donna and Eli plan to carry on as usual. They have stopped hoping the smelter will change
their lives. But now they hope it will be there for their sons, Darrell aged twenty, and Trevor
in grade four. Darrell studied engineering at the College of the North Atlantic. It was a three
year course. He is in his last year. What will he do when he finishes? Here is what Eli said:
"He’s hoping to come back to Newfoundland, but now he’s interested in the western
experience. He wants to get out of here to see what it’s like in the other provinces."
"They’ll definitely need a lot of engineers at the smelter. And he would be of interest to
them. They’ll be looking for fellows like him."
"Actually it’ll work out to his advantage because he’ll be able to have a bit of experience
under his belt when he goes out west and he’s able to hook up with a few jobs, right?"
Donna said she keeps hearing how well young people are doing in other places. They make
good money. She said they need this money to pay back big student debts. She says they
can’t pick and choose where they want to be. They have to go where the work is. She says
she hopes Darrell, her oldest son, will find work at the smelter. But she feels the smelter
may not come until her son, who is only nine, is ready to work.
Donna and Eli feel that they are doing all they can to be ready for the smelter when it
comes. They help their sons get a good education so they can hope for jobs. Waiting is
hard, but they feel the time will come around. Here is what Eli says:
"What we’re waiting for is them to turn the sod, and once they turn the sod, this place will
be booming. Everything is coming out here then. All the businesses are going to be trying to
get into the area." Here is what Donna says:
"I mean McDonald’s, I’m sure, wants to get in if the smelter comes, and Tim Horton’s, all
those places, right, that usually go where there’s anything going on."
"Once you’ve got them you’ve got others, because you know they know what they’re doing
most of the time. When they set up, you know there’s something going to go ahead."

Conclusion
These are some of the things Donna and Eli say about waiting for the smelter. If no smelter
comes, they plan to get along like they always have. Donna will work at the nursing home,
and Eli will keep working out west every spring and coming back in the summers. If the
smelter does come, Eli might get more construction work near home, and Donna and Eli
hope their boys can work here too.

Everyone is waiting to see what will happen. That’s the way it is when people hope industry
will move into a place and make jobs. You wait. Because what else can you do?

Sources:
Personal Interviews
Donna and Eli Duke, Placentia, Spring 1998.

Books:
David Korten, When Corporations Rule the World, pages 30- 32.

Directories:
St. John’s Real Estate Board realtor Multiple Listing Service, January 14, 1998, Vol. 52.

Waiting for the Smelter: Questions for Discussion
Boom Town
1. What is a boom town?
2. Why did Donna and Eli think Placentia might become a boom town?
3. Why did their hopes start to fade?

Donna and Eli
1. What kind of work do Donna and Eli do?
2. The family moved around a lot, following work. Do you know families who have done
this? What was it like for them?

The Price of Land
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did property prices go up so high in Placentia?
Do you think the high prices were realistic?
How would the high prices help people in Placentia? How would they harm people?
How do you think the people of Placentia felt, “just waiting” for a smelter that might
or might not come?

Clean Air, Clean Water, Clean Earth and Smelters
1. How did Donna and Eli already know a lot about industrial pollution?
2. How did they hope the new smelter would affect their air, water and earth?
3. Do you think things would be different here than in places where smelters have
caused damage to the earth? Why or why not?

Tired of Waiting
1. Why does Donna and Eli feel they won’t get work if a smelter comes?
2. Donna said of the company, "They’re not going to get their worth out of us at 50."
How do you feel about her statement?
3. What would happen if people started asking companies to prove their worth to
people instead of the other way around?

Sons’ Hope
1. How do you feel about the couple’s hope for their sons?
2. Do Donna and Eli still have some hope that the smelter will come to Placentia?
3. Do you feel Donna and Eli have any control over their future?

Conclusion
1. Donna and Eli are strong people. How do they show this?
2. Even though they are strong, they do not see themselves as having the power to
bring the smelter, or to stop it from coming. How can people like Donna and Eli have
more say in the shape their towns take?
3. What other issues in Newfoundland are like those faced by Donna and Eli in
Placentia?

The Art of Staying: Stan and Delores Tobin
Ed Kavanagh

Introduction: Driving Down the Cape Shore
The Cape Shore highway winds like a roller coaster through wooded hills and valleys. Foggy
headlands reach into the grey ocean. Meadows of high, yellow grass sway in the cool wind.
As the highway unfolds, now rising, now falling, gulls glide over lonely beaches.
Every few miles, tiny communities—Little
Barasway, Angels Cove, Patrick's Cove—
nestle around inlets and harbours. The
villages are quiet and pretty. They look like
pictures in government tourist guides.
The Cape Shore is a feast for the eyes. But
something is missing. There are few people.
You can drive through two or three
communities in a row, and not see a single
living soul. Often, you will not even see a
dog or a cat. The only signs of life may be
blue wood smoke from a stone chimney, or a
muddy ATV in a driveway.
Things were not always this way. Once thousands of cod dried on flakes. Boats bumped on
the water. Chattering children filled the schoolhouses. These are memories now, falling
away like paint from empty saltbox houses.
The Cape Shore is like much of rural Newfoundland in the late 1990s. The failure of the cod
fishery has put thousands out of work. Many have moved away. Those who are left seem to
be waiting. There is a sadness about many of these outports. Not yet ghost towns, they are
haunted by an uncertain future.
On the Cape Shore, the small community of Ship Cove is an exception.

Something is Happening
At first glance, Ship Cove may appear to be deserted. The usual signs of a growing town are
missing. There are few houses. There are no clothes- lines snapping in the wind. No small
children play tag in the meadows. Only one family lives here. But walking through the
community you feel energy. Something is happening in Ship Cove.
Freshly painted buildings tell part of the story. A sign reads: Ship Cove Creamery—Spyglass
Butter. Up the road, Scottish Highland cattle—rare in Newfoundland—roam the meadows.

Stan and Delores Tobin are the owners of the Creamery and the cattle. They were both born
and raised on the Cape Shore. They have three grown sons. They have lived through hard
times. They know all about the cod moratorium and out- migration. They know work is hard
to find on the Cape Shore.
Stan and Delores have strong opinions about these things. They believe that life in rural
Newfoundland does not need to be bleak. But they are not just talkers. For years, they have
put their thoughts into action.
Stan and Delores Tobin have no intention of leaving the Cape Shore. They have decided to
make their own work. They are not afraid to take chances.
Stan and Delores have a common vision. They support each other, but they have also kept
their independence. Their stories are full of ups and downs, disappointments and successes.
Along the way, they have learned a lot. Both Stan and Delores can be stubborn. They refuse
to stay down for long. The energy you feel when you walk through Ship Cove comes from
them. As Stan Tobin says, "You have to be a digger to live in a place like this."
Stan and Delores are certainly diggers. This is the story of their digging. Spyglass Butter is
an important part of the Tobins' story, but it isn't everything. Stan and Delores work to
protect our natural world and wildlife. Their story is also about people helping and
supporting each other in rural Newfoundland at the turn of the century. To them, all these
things are connected.

Stan Tobin
With its rolling hills, meadows and clean,
clear brooks, Ship Cove was a perfect place
to live. Stan Tobin was born in Ship Cove.
Fifty years ago, Ship Cove was a typical
Newfoundland community. People worked in
the fishery. They grew their own vegetables
and cut their own wood. They hunted.
Children crowded into the small schoolhouse.
The community was small, but it was alive.
Everyone worked, but there was also time for
play. The Cape Shore is well known for its
singers and storytellers. There was a strong
cultural life.

Stan Tobin

Stan always saw the beauty of Ship Cove and the Cape Shore. He never took the
environment for granted. From an early age, he knew the value of the land and sea. He
understood that wildlife is precious. Some of this awareness came from his father. "We were
always taught to never throw rocks at birds," says Stan. "I hated to even cut down a tree.
Even today, I'm still the same way." Stan Tobin was an environmentalist before he knew
the word, but he never thought that his family would be the last in Ship Cove.

Stan believes that the fishery, out-migration and attitudes towards the environment are all
connected. "It's impossible to talk about one without talking about the others," he says.
Stan talks a lot about these things. He is soft- spoken, but he is clearly passionate about
what he believes.
Some people call Stan an activist. In Newfoundland this can be a dirty word. But Stan
knows attitudes must be changed. He is not content to let others lead the way. People must
make good things happen in their own community, province and country. That's exactly
what Stan Tobin has been trying to do.

Stan's Work History
Like most rural Newfoundlanders, Stan Tobin has worked at many things. He has been a
dishwasher, a heavy equipment operator and a fisherman. Once he even started his own
taxi business, taking people from Branch to St. John's. "I hated it," says Stan, laughing. "I
gave it up after six months. I couldn't make any money at it." Stan also tried construction
work. He worked in Labrador, Argentia and even travelled to Alberta. After his last trip out
west he came home. Stan bought a boat and went fishing for the first time. "I loved it," he
says. "But I couldn't make any money at that, either." Stan fished from 1979 to 1984 out of
Placentia, Ship Cove, Cape St. Mary's and St. Bride's. "I mainly fished out of St. Bride's and
Cape St. Mary's," he says. "I love it up around there."
After giving up on the fishery, Stan became involved with the local Development
Association. He decided to try his hand at raising sheep. Stan started off small, but soon he
had hundreds of sheep. He also kept cows. "We had an abattoir here for the sheep and
cows," says Stan. Abattoir is another name for slaughterhouse. "Soon we were servicing all
the people around here who raised sheep and cows. We bought from them and packaged
the meat. We formed a company called Spyglass—that was our brand name. It's the same
name that we now use for Delores's butter. We used to take the lamb to St. John's once a
week and sell it to Sobey's and Dominion stores. It was hard to make a living at that, too."
At one time Stan and Delores had over 400 sheep. Making a living with the sheep was hard,
but it was Mother Nature who took a hand in Stan's decision to get out of the sheep
business. "We got invaded by lynx," says Stan. "We lost 103 lambs the last year. More than
anything, that's what made me give it up."
Stan was also becoming more involved in environmental issues. He was especially worried
about the marine environment. Because of the oil business, more and more vessels passed
through Placentia Bay. Thousands of seabirds were being killed by oil. The oil came from
ships cleaning their bilges at sea. This is against the law, but captains know that there isn't
much chance that they will be caught. They clean the bilges at sea so they won't have to
pay to have it done when they are in port. There is also the possibility of an oil tanker spill.
Stan met other people who were concerned about these things. He was invited to sit on a
Royal Commission looking at the oil tanker industry in Canada and the United States. Stan
did a lot of research and travelling. He learned how governments make important decisions.
Stan also worked on the Long Harbour Garbage Incinerator Project. He set up an
independent panel to look at the project. He also acted as a go-between between the
backers of the project and the community.

Along the way Stan was buying land in Ship Cove. "I've always liked having land," he says.
"A lot of people moved away and we bought up some land and old houses. It gave us
another reason to stay. It made us feel like we really belonged. We were always asking
ourselves, 'How are we going to stay here next year?' Having land made it seem like we had
to stay-- that we didn't really have any choice."
Stan continued to do environmental consulting. This
means that because he was so interested in the
environment, he was often asked his opinion on
environmental issues. He worked with the Coast Guard
on a project called, "Prevention of Oiled Wildlife Along
the South Coast." This project was sponsored by the
Coast Guard , Environment Canada and Transport
Canada.
Stan also founded the Newfoundland and Labrador
Environmental Association (NLEA). This is a non-profit
organization. Stan is the president. The NLEA has been
gradually getting funding from organizations like the
World Wildlife Fund and Ducks Unlimited. The NLEA has
just finished a study for Petrocanada on Harlequin ducks
from Ship Cove to Cape St. Mary's. On the east coast of
Canada, Harlequin ducks are an endangered species. A
building was built in Ship Cove to act as headquarters
for the NLEA and to clean oiled seabirds.

One of Stan's Scottish Highland Cows.

Stan thinks the marine environment is the most important environmental issue on the Cape
Shore. "We get a lot of vessel traffic down here," he says. "And with Hibernia and Terra
Nova we'll probably get a lot more."
For all his many interests and concerns, Stan
remains a free spirit. He doesn't mind juggling three
or four jobs in order to make a living. He helps
Delores with the running of Spyglass Butter. But
Stan also needs time to himself. "For the past 25
years I've always set up my life so that for three
days a week I do what I have to, and the other four
days I do what I want to," he says. "It's important
for me to spend time with the animals or out in the
woods. That's one of the reasons you live in a place
like this - - to enjoy it."

Stan explains how oiled seabirds are cleaned.

Quality of life is important to Stan Tobin. For him, being from a place means contributing to
it. "What's the point of living here," says Stan, "just laying claim to the land, if you're not
actually here? So many people on the Cape Shore are migratory workers. They're forced to
go away for a week, a month or six months. If you ask them where they live, they'll say
Patrick's Cove or wherever. But do they really live there? That's the thing."

Stan and Delores Tobin are making a stand by staying in the place they love. So far things
seem to be working out. Spyglass Butter is doing well. Stan is busy with his environmental
concerns. But he is not hopeful about rural Newfoundland in general. Soon TAGS funding
will run out. What wil l happen then? "The younger generation will leave the province," he
says. "A lot of people will move to the cities. People don't have the same attitude towards
rural Newfoundland any more. A lot of people these days don't even grow their own
vegetables. They don't even know how. And I don't see them changing. A lot of people will
go right from TAGS to welfare."
And, according to Stan, the end of TAGS may result in another environmental disaster.
"Once the money is gone, the politicians may be pressured to open the cod fishery too soon.
Ottawa will give in to the pressure. The fishery will be open one or two years and then it'll
be gone again." All of this will have an effect on Spyglass Butter and other rural
Newfoundland businesses. "It's a vicious circle," says Stan. "As TAGS runs out and things
get worse, what's the point in starting a business? Who's going to be left to sell to?"
Stan is more hopeful about the future of the environment. "It's a changing world," he says.
"And we've got to change with it. Part of the change will come from the masses—the
consumers of the country. But a lot will be economically driven. Insurance companies don't
like to see vessels lost. We're going to have to clean up our act. There'll be a lot of pain
while we're doing it. In Newfoundland, environmentalism was a dirty word until a few years
ago, and in some cases it still is. But things are changing."
Whether he is cleaning oiled seabirds, discussing environmental issues, or enjoying his rural
Newfoundland home, Stan Tobin is an important part of that change.

Delores Tobin
Delores Tobin was born in Branch, St. Mary's Bay. She
went to school in Branch and then studied nursing in St.
John's. She married Stan Tobin and lives with him in
Ship Cove.
For 17 years Delores was a nurse at the Placentia
Cottage Hospital. She enjoyed nursing, but by the end of
her nursing career she was ready for a change. Delores
wanted to spend more time with her three growing boys.
The work at the hospital had also changed. The hospital
was being phased out. There was no surgery. Most of
the work was routine. It was not much of a challenge.

Delores Tobin and friend.

Chance often plays a role in the path a person will take. Failures are also important. "You
have to learn from your failures," says Delores Tobin. Stan agrees. "Some of your biggest
failures are only because you made the effort to try new things," he says. "But trying new
things is what keeps you going." Chance and learning from failure were important parts of
Delores Tobin's introduction to the business world.

How Does a Tractor Turn Into a Butter Churn?
Stan Tobin had an old tractor he didn't need. He traded the tractor for some farm
machinery. "It was mostly junk," says Stan. "Things I didn't want like cows' bells and
milking machines." One of the items included was a small butter churn. The churn could
make about three pounds of butter.
Delores had a small home- sized pasteurizer. This is a machine that kills bacteria that may
be in milk. The machine could pasteurize two gallons of milk at a time. To make butter, you
also need a cream separator—a machine that separates the cream from the milk. Butter is
made from the cream.
Delores began by making a pound of butter a day. She used the milk from her two Jersey
cows, Betsy and Judy. Then she moved up to five or six pounds a day. She sold the butter
door to door from her truck. She kept the butter in Coleman coolers. People liked the
butter. Sales were good. "Stan kept pushing me in the beginning," says Delores. "He was
always telling me to go bigger. I'm one of those people who can be nervous about taking
chances." Delores laughs. "Now, perhaps, I take too many chances. I guess you have to
realize that some things will work out for you and others won't. Anyway, I decided to take
the plunge and go bigger."
Delores put some of her butter in a store. But the butter wasn't there very long when she
heard from an inspector from the Department of Health. He told her she couldn't sell her
butter in stores because she didn't have a license. The building where she made the butter
would also have to be inspected. "At that time we were getting out of the sheep business,"
says Delores. "So we renovated the abattoir, made it bigger and turned it into a creamery.
We went to D.F. Barnes in St. John's and got them to make us a bigger churn. After that we
could do 30 pounds of butter at a time." Delores washed the buttermilk out by hand three
times so it wouldn't spoil. Then she printed it by hand and packaged it. Printing means
dividing the butter into portions.
Delores spent four or five days making up the butter. Then she made her sales rounds. She
set up a booth in Sobey's and Dominion stores in St. John's. Soon she was travelling all
around St. John's, the Southern Shore and Bonavista. She also set up in Corner Brook and
Stephenville. Once a month, she did a run to the Burin Peninsula. Spyglass Butter was
taking off.

A Growing Business
The demand for Spyglass Butter was on the rise. Delores decided that she needed more
modern equipment. Stan went to Hawkesbury, Quebec and bought a commercial churn and
packager. "I didn't know what I was buying," he says. "They could have been nuclear
reactors. I'd never seen machines like that before. The churn was excellent. But the
packager was horrible. It was a nightmare. We finally beat it up with a bulldozer, buried it in
the yard and got another one."
With the new equipment, it was possible to make much more butter. But it was hard for
Delores to find enough cream to meet the demand. She worked out a deal with Central

Dairies. They would supply Spyglass with cream. Then they would buy the butter and
distribute it island- wide.
The business has continued to grow. Recently, Ship Cove
Creamery has begun to do what is known as "private
labelling." This means that they supply butter to other
companies. Spyglass Butter can be found in most stores
throughout Newfoundland and Labrador. It is in the IGA
stores, Foodland and even some Irving stations. It can also
be found in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island and on the French island of St. Pierre. There are now
four full- time and two part - time employees. It's a family
affair, with everyone helping out when the workload is
greatest.
Why is Spyglass Butter so good? "Most of the other butters
on the market are made by continuous churns," says
Delores. "Everything is more or less computerized. But we
have hands- on control over what we're doing. It makes for
a different taste."

Stan Tobin in front of one of
Spyglass Butter's modern churns.

The lack of cream is still the biggest problem. "If we had the cream," says Delores, "we
could do 500,000 pounds a year. But we'll be lucky to have enough cream to do 250,000
pounds. We can't bring in the cream from Nova Scotia because it's too expensive."

From Nurse to Businesswoman
There are a lot of ups and downs in having your own business. But Delores Tobin doesn't
think she could ever go back to working for someone else. "If you can make a little bit of
money at everything you do, you can manage to live," she says. "We don't have a real
lavish lifestyle here in Ship Cove. We have the things we need in our home, but it's very
simple."
When she first started her business Delores found the uncertainty difficult. "You get used to
getting a paycheck every week. Then you find yourself in a situation where if you don't sell
your product you won't have a paycheck. That can be hard."
There are many good things about building your own business in the place you love. These
things keep Stan and Delores Tobin in Ship Cove. They hope Newfoundland can become a
place where our environment is respected and Newfoundlanders can create their own work.
They have shown that respect for the land and sea and the creation of satisfying work can
go hand in hand. If rural Newfoundland is to survive, more communities must move in this
direction.

Source:
Interview with Stan and Delores Tobin.

The Art of Staying: Questions for Discussion
Introduction: Driving Down the Cape Shore
1. Name some of the communities on the Cape Shore.
2. Why are there so few people on the Cape Shore? Were things always this way?

Something is Happening
1. Describe the things that make Ship Cove different than some other Cape Shore
communities.
2. What does Stan Tobin mean when he refers to himself as a “digger?”
3. What do Stan and De lores mean when they talk about employment and the
environment as being “connected?”

Stan Tobin
1. When did Stan first become aware of the beauty and value of the natural world?
What role did his father play in this?
2. What is an “activist?” Would you describe Stan as an activist?

Stan’s Work History
1. What were some of Stan’s first jobs?
2. Describe Stan’s work as a sheep farmer. Why did Stan decide to give up raising
sheep?
3. Why is Stan worried about Newfoundland’s marine environment?
4. Why is it a problem when ships “flush their bilges” at sea?
5. Describe one of Stan’s environmental projects.
6. Why does Stan like owning land in Ship Cove?
7. What is an environmental consultant?
8. Describe Stan’s work life. Do you think this lifestyle is common?
9. What does Stan think will happen in rural Newfoundland when TAGS benefits run
out? Do you agree?
10. Why is Stan hopeful about the future of the environment? What do you think the
environment will be like in 50 years?

Delores Tobin
1. Where did Delores work as a nurse? Why did she decide to get out of nursing?
2. Delores says, "You have to learn from your failures." Give an example.

How Does a Tractor Turn Into a Butter Churn?
1. How did Delores get her first butter chum? How much butter could it make?
2. Describe Delores’s first attempts at making butter. How did she try to sell her
product?
3. What happened when Delores put her butter in a store? Was this fair?
4. What did Delores do when she decided to take her butter business more seriously?
What role did Stan play in Delores’s decision to “go bigger?”

A Growing Business
1. What happened when Delores bought some new equipment for her business?
2. Describe the deal that Delores worked out with Central Dairies. Why did she need to
do this?
3. Name some of the places where people can buy Spyglass Butter.
4. What could happen if Delores could get more cream? Why can’t she get cream from
the mainland?

From Nurse to Businesswoman
1. How does Delores find the uncertainty involved with having her own business,
compared to when she was working as a nurse?
2. Describe how Stan and Delores would like to see rural Newfoundland. Do you think
this will ever happen? Do you think it could happen?

